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The purpose of this study was to develop a system
for evaluating the costs and benefits of exhibiting in
a group leader trade show, while additionally determining
the return on investment for the host destination. The
population was defined as the 39 tour operators from
North America, and the 13 6 exhibitors from New York
State, who were in attendance at Travel Expo '90 held in
Sullivan County, New York.
An inital survey was distributed to all the
attending tour operators and exhibitors from New York
State. A follow-up evaluation was distributed to all
tour operators and exhibitors who returned the initial
survey, and agreed to participate in the study.
An evaluation system was thoroughly developed as a
measurement tool. Due to extremely low survey return
rates, it was not possible to completely test the
evaluation system for validity and effectiveness. The
lack of cooperation among tour operators and exhibitors
posed as a significant research obstacle. It was
recommended that incentives and industry education be an
option to increase participatory levels.
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CHAPTER I : INTRODUCTION
The travel trade show and familiarization tour is
one of many marketing options available to both the tour
operator, and the supplier of the tourism product. The
rationale for this study lies within the guestion of
determining how effective travel trade shows and
familiarization tours actually are as a marketing tool.
The significance of this study is that both the tourism
supplier and the host destination would benefit if they
were able to assess the value of a travel trade show and
familiarization trip before committing time, finances,
and personal resources for participation. Hosting a
travel trade show and familiarization tour, or exhibiting
as a supplier within a travel trade show, virtually
always warrants financial expenditure to varying degrees.
This study is important in determining if finances
allocated for marketing are logically better spent in




organizations and professionals are designed to attract
visitors. However, little effort has been made to
1
identify how well these programs actually accomplish this
goal and benefit the supplier of the tourism product, and
the host destination in the case of trade shows. Travel
trade shows are a marketing venue that are attended at
certain monetary costs to tourism suppliers. The problem
is that it is not specifically known the amount of
business and/or revenue that tourism suppliers generate
as a direct result of attending travel trade shows. Nor
is it known the economic benefit derived from hosting a
travel trade show and familiarization tour, with regard
to future visitation. The development of a evaluation
system was necessary for tourism professionals who
utilize trade shows and familiarization tours, or are
considering their use as a marketing tool.
The study analyzed the Travel Expo '90 Group Leader
Show and Familiarization Tour which was hosted by
Sullivan County, N.Y.(in the Catskill Region), and
featured their surrounding region. The emphasis of this
project was upon the motorcoach tour segment of the
travel industry.
Objectives of the Study
The primary objective of this study
was to develop a
two-part system for evaluation. The first part was to
evaluate the economic costs and benefits of participating
in a group leader trade show and familiarization trip.
The second part was to determine the return on investment
for hosting a group leader trade show and familiarization
tour. In order to accomplish these objectives, it is
essential through evaluation to:
1. Determine the level of influence which Travel Expo
'90 had on decisions:
a. to visit or not to visit,
b. to develop a tour itinerary,
c. to increase length of stay, and
d. to visit specific properties/attractions.
2 . Determine the cost to the host community
(organizations, businesses, etc..) as a result of
hosting The Travel Expo Trade Show and Familiarization
Tour.
3. Estimate the level and amount of visitor spending
as well as tax revenues generated that can be attributed
to Travel Expo influence.
4 . Compare costs incurred versus revenue generated for
suppliers and destination marketing organizations, in
order to determine return on investment.
CHAPTER II: BACKGROUND
This study was completed in conjunction with a three
year research project which analyzed the Travel Expo '90
Trade Show and Familiarization Tour hosted by Sullivan
County in the Catskill region of New York State. The
three year period was necessary because tour operators
normally plan their tours 12-18 months in advance. Thus,
a shorter study would have less value because of this
"lag
time" between initial marketing contact by a
destination and an actual visit by a tour operator.
Information derived from this three year research project
was useful in prioritizing marketing efforts, justifying
budget expenditures, and identifying the relative value
of marketing efforts. The
scope of this study was
limited to:
1) The development of a system for
the evaluation of the
economic costs and benefits of hosting a group leader
trade show and familiarization tour.
2) Initial data collection using
the system. Additional
data collection, analysis of results, and a subsequent
final report, are included in the three year project, but
are not part of this research effort.
This study was conducted in cooperation with the
Sullivan County Office of Public Information, in
Monticello, NY, which hosted the group leader trade show
and familiarization tour. They also provided financial
sponsorship and information needed for data collection.
Travel Expo Management Associates, from Saugerties,
NY, also participated in this study, as did the Deputy
Commissioner of Tourism, from the New York State
Department of Economic Development Division of Tourism,
in Albany, NY. This New York State office provided funds
for the study.
Motorcoach Group Tour Industry
A package tour is a saleable travel product that
presents multiple travel elements for one fixed price.
A package tour represents a combination of components
that may include lodging, sightseeing, attractions,
entertainment, meals, car rental,
and transportation by
air, motorcoach, rail,
cruise vessel, or automobile.
Taxes, surcharges and incidentals
are not usually
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included in the tour price. The package tour may or may
not include representation by individuals who greet
travelers when they arrive at the point of tour origin
(a hosted tour) or who accompany the travelers throughout
the tour from initial departure (Travel Industry
Association of America: 1990, p. 1) .
A motorcoach group tour is an escorted tour that is
planned with a pre-set itinerary, and is based upon all
the tour members traveling together. The motorcoach tour
market is an expanding segment of the tourism industry.
The American pleasure travel market as a whole is
estimated to number about 139 million people. Of that
number, at least 10 million people took escorted
motorcoach tours in 1989. The 50 year plus age group
represents 53 percent of all escorted motorcoach tour
participants. This 50 plus age group which numbers 65
million, is projected to grow to 76 million by the year
2000. This age segment has control of 75 percent of the
nation's wealth, and 50 percent of the nation's
discretionary income. (National Tour Foundation,
Longwoods Travel USA: 1989, p. 6).
There are several factors that determine the size
of a group tour These
factors are tour demand, type of
transportation used, and transportation availability
(Fay: 1992, p. 27). Tour demand depends upon any number
of factors that could include, but is not limited to,
economic conditions, tour attractiveness, and tour
company marketing efforts. Within the motorcoach group
tour segment, coach availability is usually planned well
in advance. A standard motorcoach can hold 40-45 people,
thus the demand is forecasted by past tour experience
and. 'or educated projections, and the number of coaches
is reserved accordingly. There are motorcoach companies
which have their own group tour planning departments, and
utilize their own coaches for tours. Tour operators
either choose to charter motorcoaches from coach
companies on an as-needed basis, or purchase/lease their
own.
Group tours can either be either pre-formed group
tours, or public tours (Fay: 1992, p. 24). There are two
categories of pre-formed group tours; customized and
retail. A customized group tour is put together for a
pre-formed group with the
interests of that group in
mind. The group in this case
exists before the tour
itself is actually formed by the tour operator. A retail
group tour is also for a
pre-formed group, yet the tour
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itself is already planned and organized before the group
considers it as a possible option. Any number of groups
may be considering the same tour. Therefore in this
case, the tour exists before the group approaches the
tour operator.
A public tour differs from a pre-formed tour in that
there is no pre-formed group involved. A public tour is
organized by a tour operator with a specific itinerary
and time frame, and then is sold publicly to individuals
who choose to participate.
Howell (1989, p. 215) stated that people who travel
with others in groups have certain needs and
expectations. These needs and expectations can include
scenery, relaxation, learning, religion, adventure,
sports and recreation, special interests, special needs,
and weekend getaways.
Fay (1992, p. 27) further states that there are
specific motivational reasons for group travel. The
specific reasons are availability of tours to desired
destinations, hassle-free vacations, major costs are paid
up front, psychological
sense of security, flexibility




company, and cost savings.
Mayo and Jarvis (1981, p. 27) found that people join
groups because of interests they have and needs that must
be met. They state that leisure travel is motivated by
curiosity supplemented by the human need to be
productive.
Components of the Motorcoach Group Tour Industry
The group tour market involves a working
relationship among five key representative components of
the group travel industry- These components include
individual Consumers, group leaders, suppliers,
destination marketing organizations, and tour
operators/motorcoach operator tour planners.
In order to understand the operation of a group
travel trade show and familiarization tour, there must
be a knowledge of the nature of the participants
involved, and the roles they play in the group travel
industry. The predominant participants have been
identified and described in order to facilitate a better
understanding for the
purposes of this study.
The individual consumers are the actual members of
a group tour, and have either
joined a tour as a member
of a pre-formed group, or have joined a public/retail
tour as a separate party.
The group leaders, and the groups they represent,
are the actual group travel consumers. The group leaders
are purchasing the product of a tour operator. Group
leaders are assigned as the presiding or decision
facilitating representative of any pre-formed membership
organization. The members of that organization are the
individual consumers. The group leaders act as the
middleman between the traveling group members (individual
consumers) and the tour operator. Group leaders also
customarily handle all business and financial
transactions in this capacity. Group leaders either
present travel options to their organization members for
collective selection, or choose a tour on their own with
the interests of the group in mind. The tour operator's
involvement is that they will present pre-formed tour
options for the group leader's organization's members to
choose from, or the tour operator will custom build a
tour revolving around the
interests that are indicated
by a group.
The suppliers act as the base of the group tour
industry since they represent the actual
product of which
a tour is comprised. A group tour industry supplier can
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be categorized as an event, attraction, a lodging
facility, a food service facility, or an entertainment
facility. The supplier provides the actual tour product
in that they individually, or in conjunction with other
suppliers, offer what the tour operator packages together
to form a tour.
Destination marketing organization's accept the
role of promoting the region, city, state, or country
they represent. Depending upon available resources and
pre-determined objectives within an area, these
promotions attempt to attract varying combinations of
meetings, conventions, and leisure travelers. In the
leisure market, these promotional efforts are targeted
toward both individual travelers and travel trade
intermediaries such as tour operators. Destination
marketing organization's promote on behalf of all of the
suppliers in the area they represent, or in some cases




promotion of their region, and
there is a good deal of teamwork involved through
cooperative marketing efforts. This cooperative process
is important because when working together, there is an
11
increased chance of developing an attractive and
functional product for a tour operator to utilize.
Destination marketing organization's play a decisive role
in the group tour market, for they help create a level
of awareness among tour operators and group leaders that
a supplier may not be able to accomplish operating
independently- Many suppliers have limitations in staff,
funding, and available resources, yet these suppliers
have their promotional efforts supplemented through joint
and cooperative programs established by their region's
destination marketing organization.
The tour operator acts as the planner/coordinator
in the group tour industry. A tour operator assembles
supplier components into a package that can be presented
and sold to both individual consumers, and group leaders
who represent various pre-formed groups. Tour operators
assemble products which in varying degrees include
lodging, transportation, meals and activity/admission
fees. Phillips and Webster (1983) contend that price
reductions are established due to bulk buying, which
allows the tour operator to mark up prices in order to
cover overhead and realize a profit. The advantage to
consumers is that even after the tour operator mark up,
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the price which they pay for the tour will usually be
lower than the rates that they could obtain if purchasing
the products individually. A tour operator may own,
lease, or charter the coaches used in their operation.
A motorcoach operator tour planner performs duties
which are similar to the responsibilities of a tour
operator, yet the motorcoach tour department is a
division of a parent motorcoach operation that assumes
several operational roles (i.e. charters, public mass
transit, etc...). Motorcoach companies develop their
own tour departments to expand the offerings of their
organization. This tour department will put together pre
formed tours and/or public tours, and offer them to pre
formed groups and/or individuals. The motorcoaches used
on the tours are those of the parent company, and
revenues are tunneled back into that same parent
company.
Group Leader Shows
Trade shows have been used since the
1950'
s to
market and sell products or services from virtually every
industry. It is estimated that trade shows generate over
$1 billion in expenditures annually within North America
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(Howell: 1989, p. 264). At a typical trade show, vendors
rent booths within a forum area, and attendance is either
open to the public, or by invitation only to specific
groups (i.e. association members and their clientele).
Group leader shows are a form of trade show within
the tourism industry. Group leader shows were designed
to bring the group leaders together with supplier
representatives, so they may discuss business in a
central marketplace. Tour operators invite the group
leaders they plan and organize tours for to these shows,
in order to expose them to the group travel options that
are available. The central marketplace is usually in
a large exhibit hall, and is set up in an isle display
fashion to allow easy access and to accommodate the
numerous attendees. In the central marketplace, each
supplier sets up a booth display that attractively
promotes the available product or service which they
offer. The supplier representative interacts with both
the group leader and
the tour operator by providing
collateral such as written material, videos, and
giveaways. Additional interaction occurs through personal
conversation targeted at promoting the supplier's
product. The group leader show generally
has a highly
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active environment, as group leaders continuously move
booth to booth to discuss business. The reasons for group
leader interest vary depending upon the needs and desires
of the group being represented by the leader.
Group leader trade shows benefit the group leader,
the tour operator and the supplier. The group leaders and
tour operators have the opportunity to discuss business
face-to-face with numerous suppliers in one location,
while suppliers have a targeted collection of individuals
that would normally require many personal or telephone
sales contacts.
Familiarization Tours
A familiarization tour (also known as a FAM tour) ,
is a tour to a designated region or facility, and is
meant to expose the invitees to the destination options,
products, and services available to them.
This tour also
allows invitees to experience the region, so they may
convey the region
more effectively and accurately to
travel clients. These FAM tours also allow travel
professionals to inspect the destinations they currently
use in order to ensure that standards are being met for
their own clients. Travel Expo FAM Tours are
attended
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by tour operators, motor coach operators, and group
leaders, for these parties have the potential to bring
group tours into the featured regions of that particular
Travel Expo.
FAM tours are sponsored by airlines , resorts , and
other travel and tourism suppliers, and vary widely in
scope and length. Group leader FAM tours are provided
with little or no cost to attendees. The services,
admission to attractions, and facilities, are often
donated by those organizations seeking to impress the
group leaders and generate future business.
Group Leaders of America
Group Leaders of America (GLAMER) is a trade show
organization similar to Travel Expo, that specializes
in group leader shows for the 50 year old and over
age
group of the group travel
industry. GLAMER shows are held
in major market areas throughout the Spring (March thru
May) and Fall (late August
thru October) of the calendar
year. GLAMER shows are private, by-invitation-only. They
are travel meetings exclusively for those group leaders
who have been pre-qualif ied by the GLAMER research and
telemarketing staff as current
decision makers for active
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senior groups. Each group leader is allowed to bring a
travel assistant or travel committee member. The group
leaders in attendance come from within a 100 mile radius
of the show city. These group leaders will be seeking
to plan extended multi-day tours, overnight tours and
one-day trips throughout the United States for the groups
they represent. The tourism exhibitors are from a
broader geographical spectrum that covers the entire
United States. For individual reasons, these exhibitors
are seeking visitation from, or use by, the group
leader's that are from within the 100 mile radius of the
show city (Presley: 1991) .
Travel Expo Overview
The Travel Expo concept was developed by David
Thornton and Charles Daley in 1980 (D. Thornton, personal
communication, August, 1992) . The idea was conceived
after attendance at approximately 15-20 group leader and
motorcoach shows per year. Motorcoach companies such as
Peter Pan Bus Company, Bluebird Coach, Capitol Trailways
of Harrisburg, and Starr Tours, were successfully
sponsoring and managing group
leader shows throughout the
course of the year. Mr. Thornton believed the group
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leader shows these organizations sponsored were both well
established and attended. Mr. Thornton commented that
he and Mr. Daley attended a group leader show almost
every weekend, and were soon seeing the same group
leaders repeatedly- Mr. Thornton and Mr. Daley concurred
in their opinion that interest in organizing shows
appeared to diminish because of the amount of work and
coordination involved no matter how large or well staffed
the sponsoring organization was. Mr. Thornton stated that
he and Mr. Daley were very impressed though with the
business generated to the suppliers after the suppliers
met with group leaders.
Mr. Daley and Mr. Thornton were able to develop a
good background in group leader show operations through
repeated involvement in existing travel shows. At that
time, the FAM tour concept in conjunction with a trade
show had not developed thoroughly. Mr. Thornton and Mr.
Daley perceived there was strong potential for FAM tour
interest among suppliers and group leaders within the
Northeast region who had been attending the individual
shows. There was not an organizational nucleus that
appeared willing to handle the
logistics of a FAM tour
every year, thus
Mr. Thornton and Mr. Daley projected
there was an opportunity for them to organize and produce
a group leader show as a business venture.
In 1984 the Travel Expo show itself began as an
annual event in New York State, with a group leader
marketplace being held in conjunction with a regional FAM
tour. Since the origin of Travel Expo in 1984, past host




1987 - Hudson Valley/Suf fern
1988 - Capital/Saratoga/Lake George
1989 - Rochester/Finger Lakes
1990 - Sullivan County/Catskills
1991 - Buffalo/Niagara Frontier
1992 - Hudson Valley/Kingston
To produce a Travel Expo Trade Show and FAM Tour,
it takes a full year of planning and preparation. March
was picked as the show month because it is felt to
traditionally be the best
time. Travel Expo organizers
found that anytime after March many
motorcoach/tour
operators are absolutely 100%
geared into doing business.
During this time
motorcoach/tour operators often do not
have the staff or equipment available for involvement in
immediate non-revenue producing projects. It is also an
ideal time for the group leader's to be on their host's
buses talking with the sales people. Sales people
traditionally have availability during this time frame
due to a late Winter slow down before the busy Spring
promotional and travel season.
Travel Expo organizers developed the Travel Expo
concept with the objective to expand the group tour
market in the United States and Canada. These shows bring
together tour operators and group leaders in a
"marketplace"
environment, so they can conduct
discussions and potential sales transactions with tourism
product suppliers, and destination marketing
organizations (DMO's). There are two basic principles
behind the Travel Expo concept:
to spotlight specific regions of New York State
each year, by organizing familiarization tours for
motorcoach/tour operators and group tour organizers.
to develop the Travel Expo Trade Show to
supplement the familiarization tours and act as a Group




Thornton stated during interview that there are two
advantages for the parties involved in a Travel Expo
show. First, there is a tremendous advantage for hosting
a Travel Expo in your city, region, or home county. The
hosting community is literally offering first-hand
hospitality and sight-seeing, as the buyers who attend
will see the product, taste the product, and enjoy
personally what it offers. The "experiencing of a
product" is a primary factor in marketing. In the case
of Travel Expo, they are bringing people to an area and
trying to constantly impress them with what they have
never seen before, and/or have heard about but never
visited.
Second, the exhibitors who attend are from New York
and across the Northeast. These exhibitors benefit from
the tremendous variety of motorcoach companies who
assemble their group leaders in one location. Motorcoach
companies and group leaders also originate
from Mid-
Atlantic and Canadian regions.
Motorcoach companies from New York state are invited
to Travel Expo because even though there is an assumption
that driving back and forth across your
home state would
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establish familiarity, such is not always the case. These
motorcoach companies pass through a lot of regions, but
Mr. Thornton believes they often do not really know
in-
depth as to what the area's have to offer. Companies
from regions such as Baltimore, Philadelphia, or Boston,
to name just a few, are invited to Travel Expo because
many people will travel outside of their state of
residence if the area to be visited is appealing.
Thornton states that Travel Expo is the only group
travel marketplace that has the FAM tour attached.
Travel Expo organizers feel that their show differs
markedly from that of GLAMER. Dave Thornton compares
GLAMER with a wholesale catalog, while Travel Expo is
comparable to a full service retail store. From day one,
Travel Expo has never allowed group leaders to come to
their show independently. They absolutely demand that the
group leader works through the
motorcoach and tour
operator exclusively. GLAMER invites the group leaders
individually, while at Travel Expo they do not. The group
leader has to be preselected and invited by the
motorcoach or tour operator, and then brought by them to
the show.
Travel Expo organizers contend that the high
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decision making quality of the attendees is ensured
through established Travel Expo Trade Show policies.
Motorcoach/tour operators bring in 35-40 group leaders
for three days and two nights. With the additional
consideration for motorcoach/driver cost and out-of-
office time for the owner and sales staff, organizers
have confidence that group leader attendees are the
operator's most frequent traveling group leader
customers .
Thornton stated that the origin and placement of
Travel Expo within New York state is based on the fact
that he and Mr. Daley have always resided in New York.
Through diverse travel industry backgrounds, their
knowledge of the state is extensive, and they feel it is
much easier to work with people and facilities that you
are familiar with. Though Travel Expo is an annual New
York state event, they have gone out of state in the
past, and will do so
in the future. A show was done
successfully two years
ago in Richmond, and Baltimore is
currently showing
interest in hosting a Travel Expo in
their region. Travel Expo organizers conveyed
that they
continue to be very selective
with out-of-state shows.
Organizers must be fully confident that the
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representatives of the prospective host destinations are
inviting Travel Expo with the knowledge that it is a
cooperative effort. It is stressed that all plans will
be followed according to agreement. Out-of-state regions
seem to feel comfortable with an organization that is
unbiased, and that can step away from host region
politics. They trust the decisions made because they
understand that Travel Expo has the exclusive goal of
providing a successful show.
Choosing a Travel Expo site for upcoming years is
an ongoing process. It is not unusual for the Travel
Expo organizers to have sites planned for two to three
years ahead of time. Thornton feels people within the
group tour industry percieve time differently than many
due to planning considerations built into the nature of
their work. This future planning allows Travel Expo
representatives to promote the region thoroughly and
exensively over an extended period of time. Promotional
material for the region is mailed out periodically, and
it highlights the diversity and attractions present in
that host region on a year-round basis. Travel Expo
management believes that the constant association will
"breed
familiarity"
and enough enthusiasm to generate an
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interest in visiting the region, and attending the show.
Future proposed sites include:
1993 - Sullivan County/Catskills
1994 - Long Island
1995 - 1000 Islands
The planning of Travel Expo can be broken down into
Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter phases (D. Thornton,
personal communication, August, 1992).
Each year soon after the Travel Expo in March, the
Spring phase begins. During the Spring phase, Travel Expo
representatives contact motorcoach and tour operators and
give an overview of their plans for the show in March of
the following year.
During the Summer phase, both personal and telephone
sales calls continue as the benefits of Travel Expo are
conveyed to tour organizers.
The Fall phase is also similar to previous months,
as contacts promoting attendance continue. A great deal
of emphasis is placed on a high volume of promotional
contact, since there seems to be a positive correlation
between those contacts and the actual number of
attendees .
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The Winter phase involves providing the scheduled
attendees with registration packets that include all
particulars such as itineraries, time frames, regional
information, and trade show scheduling. Motorcoach
drivers involved with transporting attendees to the
Travel Expo location, and during the stay, are also
considered. These drivers receive detailed maps, and the
names of who to contact at each step of their visit if
there is a delay.
The Structure of Travel Expo
Thornton states that Travel Expo Show is customarily
a three day show with established time slots that include
a combination of scheduled business and social functions.
The business sessions represent the actual trade show in
which Tour Operators and Group Leaders circulate
throughout the meeting area, and interact with suppliers
and destination marketing organizations. Each of the
three separate business sessions lasts two hours. Two
hours allows enough time for the tour operators and group
leaders scheduled in that session to conduct business
discussions with the suppliers and DMO
'
s they are
interested in (each tour operator/group leader is
pre-
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scheduled to attend one of the three sessions) . Longer
sessions would cause fatigue for all the participants,
and conflict with the social functions that can be
equally as important.
The social functions include the opening cocktail
reception, the Motorcoach/Tour Operator and Exhibitor
cocktail reception, and the Motorcoach/Tour Operator and
Exhibitor dinner. The social functions have several
roles. They are designed to:
Provide a change of atmosphere that encourages casual
business conversation, and provides a break from
show structure.
- Allow attendees and exhibitors to inter-mix with their
associates, who are busy or unaccessible during
other times . (business or social related)
Increase show value and attractiveness by offering a
well rounded package.
Highlight the facility, attraction or service of the
organization that may be hosting that particular
function.
The 1990 Travel Expo in the Sullivan County Catskill
of N.Y., was conducted by the following schedule. The
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schedule depicts the chronological events within the
Travel Expo show this project is based upon, and supports
the rationale for structure (Daley & Thornton: 1990).
MONDAY, MARCH 2 6
11 a.m. -4 p.m. Exhibitor registration and booth set
up
11 a.m. -4 p.m. Travel Expo Hospitality and
Information Desk operation
11 a.m. -4 p.m. Exhibitor lounge/refreshments
6-7 p.m. Exhibitor and Tour Operator Opening
Cocktail Reception
7-8:30 p.m. Exhibitor and Tour Operator Dinner
8:30-10 p.m. After dinner entertainment
TUESDAY, MARCH 27TH
8:15-9:30 a.m. Exhibitor and Tour Operator Breakfast
8:30-10 a.m. Final exhibitor booth preparation
10 a.m. -Noon SESSION I (Operators and Group Tour
Leaders)
12:15-1:15 p.m. Exhibitor Luncheon
2-4 p.m. SESSION II (Group Tour Leaders)
7-8 p.m. Exhibitor Cocktail Reception
8-10 p.m. Exhibitor Dinner
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28TH
7:30-9:45 a.m. Hotel check-out
8:15-9:30 a.m. Exhibitor and Tour Operator Breakfast
10 a.m. -Noon SESSION III (Group Tour Organizers)
Noon Exhibitor booth breakdown
12:15 p.m. Exhibitor Luncheon then departure
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The Costs and Fees of Travel Expo
Thornton affirms that there are registration fees
associated with Travel Expo, as with other group leader
or trade shows. Travel Expo exhibitors are charged $600
for show attendance ($550 for early payment). This fee
includes :
Marketplace registration for an 8x10 foot booth with
table and display accessories.
Exhibitor opening cocktail reception.
Two breakfasts and two luncheons.
Tour operator and exhibitor cocktail reception and
dinner.
Complete list of all motorcoach and tour operators
attending .
The registration fee does not include
accommodations, but reduced rates are available at host
region hotels. Pricing is based upon the competitive
price of other group leader shows such
as GLAMER. GLAMER
charges a $575 registration fee for two hours of group
leader exposure time, yet only provides a booth set-up,
a luncheon, and follow-up attendance
information. Travel
Expo offers seven and one-half
hours of marketplace
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exposure time, and organizers sometimes feel they would
be justified in charging four times the current $600 fee
when considering the additional social functions. When
exhibitors are considering price, Thornton surmises that
the attraction is in the well-rounded show package they
offer.
The Role of a Host Travel Expo Destination
Travel Expo has assumed a reactive approach to
obtaining host regions for the past several years.
Thornton contends that because of their strength in
reputation they are being invited to regions and are
asked to give these regions consideration as a site.
Regions realize the value, along with the enormous amount
of work in time and staff hours that must be committed.
Travel Expo Management works with the host region closely
in preparation over the year prior to showtime, and
literally acts as an extension of the coordinating
office .
Hosting a Travel Expo Trade
Show and Familiarization
Tour involves a commitment on the part of the host
community. The commitment often involves providing
complimentary lodging, meals, transportation,
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attractions, entertainment, staffing, and
doorprizes/giveaways. An example of a regional commitment
is as follows.
Lodging: Complimentary lodging for invited tour
operators for three nights.
Complimentary lodging for invited group leaders
for two nights.
Meals: Complimentary (with exception of gratuity)
breakfast
,
lunch and dinner for the duration of
the show.
Transportation: Complimentary airfare for invited tour
operators from points throughout the United
States and Canada. Complimentary and/or at
supplier cost motorcoach service for visiting
tour operators .
Attraction/Entertainment: Complimentary admissions to
museums and attractions for visiting tour
operators and group leaders.
Special shows for visiting tour operators at
local theatres and performing art venues.
Complimentary professional sightseeing services
for visiting group leaders.
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Staffing: Commitment of thousands of volunteer hours
by the staff and membership of the regional
destination marketing organization.
Giveaways/doorprizes: Commitment of the donation of
merchandise and services having non-specified
a monetary value, for giveaway and doorprize
purposes .
The value to the services donated varies with each
supplier. A hotel traditionally charging 50 dollars per
room night, if hosting 100 people on a FAM tour, would
be donating a service valued at 5000 dollars. A museum
with a standard three dollar admission, if hosting 100
people, would have a lower value of 300 hundred dollars
for a donated service. Each supplier utilizes a form of
their own cost/benefit analysis, which affects their
decision regarding whether, what, or how much to donate.
Travel Expo Management plans to base Travel Expo
within New York State indefinitely- Thornton stated he
believes New York State has incredible diversity as a
tourism product, and that this diversity needs to be
continually conveyed
to the travelling public.
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The Travel Expo Familiarization Tour
It is Thornton's contention that the Travel Expo
Familiarization tour differs slightly from a typical FAM
tour in that two levels of tours are being run
concurrently. The two levels are the tour/motorcoach
operators, and the group leaders. Both groups are
involved in separate tours that do not come in contact
as they travel throughout a region.
The motorcoach/tour operator FAM tour is comprised
of representatives from the attending tour and motorcoach
companies which are participating in Travel Expo (and
have brought enough group leaders to fill one or two
coaches for the group leader FAM tour) . Those who attend
are travel professionals that may participate in six or
seven fam tours per year. The objective of their
participation in a fam tour is to cover as much of a
region as possible, while being accompanied by a
professional guide who can provide a comprehensive
overview. The guide is normally provided by a receptive
operator that already conducts tours within the region.
The emphasis is not on the intricacy of each attraction
or facility, but its applicability and overall
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feasability as a packaged tour destination.
The group leader FAM tour is a logistically more
complicated. There are between 35-45 motorcoaches being
utilized at the same time by group leaders for fam tours
in the host community (approximately 1400-1800
individuals) . Multiple itineraries are developed for the
group leaders because many attractions and facilities
cannot handle such a large number of people during one
period of time. Past Travel Expo records depict an
average of 20% of the motorcoaches follow the same
itinerary- A large number of locations are utilized at
meal times, since it takes many restaurants to handle the
significant number of people. The group leader FAM tour
is more attraction-oriented than the motorcoach/tour
operator FAM. The group leaders are usually guided by
industry colleagues (non-professional guides) , and
actually spend much of their time visiting the specific
attractions and facilities within the host region.
Thornton believes that Travel Expo Familiarization
Tours are somewhat different than other FAM tours in that
there is a heavy emphasis upon the interpersonal
interaction involved in direct selling. The whole direct
sales process in this case is based upon the business
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relationships that are formed through personal
interaction among suppliers, motorcoach/tour operators,
group leaders, and destination marketing organizations.
Attendees are not guided around from dawn to late into
the night for three days at a time, as with some FAM
tours. Time is provided for extensive personal
interaction because Travel Expo organizers feel this is
the most effective approach. The direct sales approach
is also utilized within the Travel Expo trade show, as
group leaders move between exhibitor booths to discuss
options personally with exhibitor representatives.
CHAPTER III: STUDY METHOD
Study Population
The mailing lists and phone numbers of the tour
operators and exhibitors in attendance were obtained from
Travel Expo Management Associates, and are accepted as
accurate .
The study population of
subjects consists of the 39
tour operators from North America, and the 136 exhibitors
from New York State, who were in attendance at Travel
Expo '90 held in Sullivan County. The entire population
was used, and not a
random sample, because we anticipated
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a low return rate and difficulty in obtaining complete
results .
The 39 tour operators that attended Travel Expo '90
have office locations throughout the Northeastern United
States. The tour operators who attended the Travel Expo
Trade Show due to their tour planning interests in the
host community, and in speaking with the participating
exhibitors, facilities, organizations, and attractions
the exhibitors represent.
The breakdown of tour operators by state is as
follows :














Exhibitors attended Travel Expo '90 because they had
a specific interest in attracting the
business of the
tour operators participating in the
show. Exhibitors
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consist mainly of, though are not limited to,
representatives from lodging facilities, restaurants,
entertainment facilities, attractions, and destination
marketing organizations.
The breakdown of exhibitors by sector is as follows:
Lodging Facilities - 58
Attractions - 30
Destination Marketing Organizations - 29
Food Service - 8
Shopping Facilities - 4
Receptive Tour Operators - 4
Entertainment Facilities - 2
Events/Festivals - 1
Data Collection
Specific information to determine the level of
influence and economic impact which Travel Expo '90 had
on decision making was gathered through a series of
mailings. These mailings went to both tour operators and
exhibitors, and included an initial questionnaire and
letter, and a follow-up evaluation and letter. Those
Travel Expo '90 participants choosing to participate in
the study received specific evaluation forms designed to
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collect targeted data. Non-respondents received a second
letter, and a copy of the original survey. Phone calls
were made to non-respondents in order to generate further
participation, and determine the reason for not
responding to initial inquiries. Those who agreed to
participate, but failed to submit their follow-up
evaluations, received another duplicate copy of that
evaluation.
A personal visit was made to Travel Expo '91 in
Buffalo, with the goal of increasing participation in the
study through face-to-face contact with those from the
study population who were in attendance in Buffalo also.
Organizations which were in attendance at Travel Expo
'91, but had not responded to previous mailings for
Travel Expo '90, were approached. Participation in the
study was discussed, questions were answered, and
encouraqement was offered to take an active role in group
tour industry research.
Survey Content & Format
A. Initial Exhibitor Survey
-
The Initial Exhibitor Survey titled "Exhibitor Costs
of Travel Expo
'90" (see Appendix A ), was distributed
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to the 13 6 New York State exhibitors attending Travel
Expo "90. The survey was designed to determine the costs
that exhibitors incurred while attending Travel Expo '90,
and in following up on subsequent leads. Eventually these
costs could be compared with the amount of business
generated as a result of the group leader show. The
information which the survey collected represented the
financial data for all areas applicable to Travel Expo
exhibitor involvement. Each question sought a specific
bir of information that would make the determination of
costs possible. The question rationale is as follows:
SHOW COSTS- Show costs include money spent attending
Travel Expo r90, or are directly related to show
requirements .
Question Costs
1,2,3 Registration/set-up fees included Travel
Expo registration fees, and fees associated
with the set-up of a trade show booth.
4 Lodging included the amount spent for a
hotel room during the stay at Travel Expo.
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5 Food & Beverage included the amount spent
on meals, snacks and drinks during the stay at
Travel Expo.
6,7 Transportation included personal vehicle
expenses while attending Travel Expo, and/or
the expenses associated with cabs and
shuttles .
8 & 12* Printed material/complimentary offerings
including the expenses for producing brochure
and promotional material needed at the trade
show. The supplier cost for complimentary
giveaway items such as key rings, posters,
etc..., is also included.
9 Entertainment included expenses related
to personal or business related entertaining.
FOLLOW-UP
COSTS-
Follow-up costs are incurred in sales
efforts conducted after the Travel Expo Trade Show which




10 Entertainment included expenses related
to entertaining clients during post-show
sales efforts.
11 Administrative and processing costs would
include expenses for follow-up mailings, phone
calls, copying, etc.. .
12* Printed material included the expense for
any printed material produced or utilized for
follow-up sales purposes.
13 Site visit sponsored by the exhibitor
included the expense for bringing a tour
operator on a visit to your facility or
attraction, and could include lodging costs,
meal costs, transportation costs, and
admissions .
14 Personal sales calls on tour operators
included the expense for making personal sales
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calls on tour operators at their office
location, and could include lodging, meals, and
transportation costs.
15 Miscellaneous included costs which are not
in any of the categories above, yet which still
produced a Travel Expo budget expenditure.
* Entertainment and printed material costs are
applicable to both the show category, and the follow-up
category. These two costs could be used individually or
collectively when determining areas of expenditure.
B. Initial Tour Operator Survey
-
The initial tour operator survey titled "The
Economic Impact of Travel Expo "90", was distributed to
the 39 tour operators in attendence at Travel Expo '90
(see Appendix B ) . The survey was designed to determine
the impact that Travel Expo had upon planning decisions
within one year after the show. The information
collected pertains to specific factors involved in a tour
operator's decision making process. Each question is
designed to identify certain aspects of that process, and
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are included in the breakdown to follow. The
breakdown of question rationale is as follows for
determining the influence Travel Expo had upon:
The questions focused on three different regions.
A. Catskill Region -(#2,5,8,11,14,17,20, & 21)
B. New York State Region excluding the Catskills
(#3,6,9,12,15,18,20, & 21) and,




, 10, 13 , 16, 19, 20, & 21).
Question Targeted Influence
2,3,4 Utilization of the Catskill area, other
areas within NYS , and areas outside NYS ,
as a Primary destination.
5,6,7 Utilization of the Catskill area, other
areas within NYS, and areas outside NYS,
as a destination within in a broader tour.
3,9,10 Utilization of the Catskill area, other
areas within NYS, and areas outside NYS, as
a stopover en-route to a primary
destination.
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11,12,13 Determining length of stay in the
Catskills, in other areas within NYS, and
in areas outside NYS.
14,15,16 Deciding not to visit the Catskills, other
areas within NYS, and areas outside NYS.
17,18,19 Determining hotel selection in the
Catskills, in other areas within NYS, and
in areas outside NYS.
20 Determines post-1989 Travel Expo
demographics concerning frequency and
volume to the three applicable regions.
21 Determines pre-1989 Travel Expo
demographics to the three applicable
regions, and is used for comparison
with the post-1989 figures. This
comparison aids in determining the level
of influence of the Travel Expo that falls
between the two time periods.
2 2 Ranks the outcomes from Attending Travel
Expo '90. Gives regard to the tour
operator's perception of the importance
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of Travel Expo.
Additionally, participatory status was gauged in
question one, and ranking of the benefits derived from
the show in question 22.
C. Exhibitor Evaluation -
The exhibitor evaluation titled "Travel Expo '90
Evaluation
Form"
(see Appendix C ) , was distributed to
all the exhibitors that returned the initial suvey in
agreement to participate. The survey was designed to
determine the impact that tour operators in attendance
at Travel Expo had on each separate exhibitor facility
or attraction. The information collected pertains to
visitor numbers and expenditures for the one year period
following the show. These figures allow a cost/benefit
analysis to be conducted for the first year (1990-1991),
when compared to costs incurred at Travel Expo. The




Groups" Identified how many groups
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of the average amount spent
per person, when factored




of group expenditures, and
additional breakdown to
individual spending
averages when factored with
"Number of Guests Per
Group"
. This figure also
serves as a facet of "Total
Amount Spent".
"Total Amount Spent by
Tour
Operator" Used to determining the
return on investment from
Travel Expo, as it allows
comparison to the show and
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follow-up costs stated on
the initial exhibitor
survey.
D. Tour Operator Evaluation -
The tour operator evaluation titled "Travel Expo '90
Evaluation Form" (see Appendix D ) , was distributed to
the tour operators who returned the initial survey and
agreed to participate in the study. The study was
designed to obtain the financial specifics of tours that
were influenced by Travel Expo '90. The information
collected pertains to tours in both the Catskill region,
and surrounding New York State. This information can be
cross checked with the information provided by
exhibitors. The evaluation breakdown is as follows:
Part 1 - NEW YORK STATE (EXCLUDING THE CATSKILL AREA)
Question
'A' is designed to obtain data for each
length of stay, while question
'B' determines the number
of people on each tour. Both questions assess influence
factors in Travel Expo related planning decisions.
Question
'
C determines the cost per person of a tour




you to determine factors related to transportation costs,




'E' determines service costs to the tour
operator which are included in the package price.
Question
'F'
determines service costs to the traveler,
that are not part of the package price. Question
'G'
determines additional money spent in a region on
non-
tour related items. The sum of questions 'E', 'F1, & 'G',
is the total amount spent in a specific region.
Question
'H'
is used in determining travel and
spending characteristics of both males and females.




are identical in subject
matter to those in part one of this evaluation, yet are
focused toward the Catskill Region.
The requested deadline dates for return were
included on the cover letter of each mailing, and were
adjusted accordingly with regard to the survey status at
that time. All 39 tour operators, and 136 exhibitors,
received the initial letter and survey requesting their
participation in the study, (see Appendix B & G)
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Procedures
Historically, there is a low return rates for
surveys distributed to professionals in the
hospitality/tourism industry. Asking for financial data
usually further reduces response rates. In order to
contend with this problem, this study implemented a dual
sampling strategy. Because the same information was
provided by both the tour operators and exhibitors
involved in Travel Expo '90, it could be cross-checked
for accuracy and completeness. Suppliers were asked to
provide information on which tour operator was visited,
and how much a tour operator spent at their location.
Tour operators for example, were asked which supplier
they visited, and how much they spent when visiting a
supplier. If a tour operator chose not to participate in
the survey, it was still possible to get the information
about their activity and group spending from
suppliers
which they visited. And if a
supplier chose not to
participate, activity and spending
information could be
obtained from the tour operator who visited their
properties .
Verification of spending levels could
also be
accomplished by comparing the figures
provided with those
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reported by the Southeast Advertising Company, which is
the provider of data on the economic impact on motorcoach
travel for the National Tour Association. Thus if the
figures provided by those participating in the study are
comparable to national averages reported by the Southeast
Advertising Company, then additional verification has
been accomplished.
A. Tour Operator Data Collection -
Tour operator data collection proceeded as follows:
STEP 1 - On March 5, 1991, the initial questionnaire
surveying the economic impact of Travel Expo '90 was
distributed to all 39 tour operator attendees of the
trade show. A cover letter was then included which
requested the return of surveys by March 22, 1991 (see
Appendix B) . There were six returns to this initial
mailing, and three of those indicated that they were not
interested in participating.
STEP 2
- On March 25, 1991, a duplicate of the
initial mailing was sent (the second attempt
at contact) ,
with a modified deadline of April 12, 1991, to the 33
tour operators failing to respond at all (see Appendix
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B) . There were twelve returns to this mailing, with
eight being usable, one not being interested in
participating, and three others stating they did not
attend Travel Expo '90.
STEP 3 - Upon return of the completed initial
questionnaires (six out of 39) which gauged willingness
to participate in the study, the follow-up evaluation was
distributed to the three parties agreeing to participate.
The three forementioned follow-up evaluations were
distributed on March 25, 1991, and they included a
request for return by April 12, 1991 (see Appendix D) .
Only one evaluation was returned in conjunction with this
mailing, and it was usable.
STEP 4 - On April 15, 1991, the follow-up evaluation
was distributed to those eight tour operators who agreed
to participate in the study. The requested deadline for
return was May 3, 1991 (see Appendix D) . Only one
evaluation was returned in conjunction with this
mailing, and it was usable.
STEP 5
- On April 15, 1991, a duplicate of the
initial mailing was
distributed to those 21 tour
operators failing to respond at all (now the third
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attempt at contact) , with a modified deadline date of May
3, 1991 (see Appendix B) . A small "Please Respond"
handwritten note was attached to the third mailing in
attempt at increasing the likelihood of response. There
were no responses to this mailing.
STEP 6 - On May 7, 1991, a second follow-up
evaluation was distributed to those nine tour operators
who agreed to participate in the study, and which had
failed to return the first evaluation that was sent to
them. The deadline for the second follow-up evaluation
was May 23, 1991. There were no returns to this mailing
(see Appendix D) .
STEP 7 - From June 11-25, 1991, phone calls were made
to those who failed to offer any response to the three
initial mailings, or the evaluation in which they agreed
to participate. Participatory status was determined, and
also the subsequent rationale for those not electing to
participate. The rationale for not participating was
recorded, and the appropriate questionnaire or evaluation
was distributed to those who requested them at that time
(see Appendix E) .
STEP 8 - The data received from all the previous
mailings and phone calls was recorded onto a master form
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for each of the following:
a) Initial Questionnaire
b) Follow-up Evaluation
and c) Follow-up Contact Summary
There were 18 responses to the initial survey
mailing of 39 (see Figure 1) . Of the 18 initial surveys
that were returned, eleven provided usable data, four
chose not to participate, and three stated they did not
attend the trade show (see Figure 2) .
Eleven evaluations were sent to the tour operators
who provided usable returns to the initial survey. Of
the eleven evaluations that were sent, only two were
returned (see Figure 3). The two evaluations that were
returned were both usable for study purposes (see Figure
4)
In summary there were only two
evaluations returned
that were usable, from the tour operator study
population
of 39- These tv/o returns represent a five percent usable
return rate (see Figure 5) .
The summary of the
data collection procedures and
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TABLE_1











STEP 1 - 5 March 91
Initial Survey
39 3 3 0 6 (15%) 33 (85%)
STEP 2 - 25 March 91
Follow-Up Evaluation
3 1 0 0 1 (33%) 2 (67%)
STEP 3 -25 March 91
Second Initial Survey
33 8 1 3 12 (36%) 21 (64%)
STEP 4 -15 April 91
Follow-Up Evaluation
8 1 0 0 1 (12.5%) 7 (87.5%)
STEP 5 -15 April 91
Third Initial Survey
21 0 0 0 0 21 (100%)
STEP 6 - 7 May 91
Second Follow-Up Evaluation
9 0 0 0 0 9 (100%)
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B. Exhibitor Data Collection -
Exhibitor data collection proceeded as follows:
STEP 1 - On March 14, 1991, the initial
questionnaire surveying the individual exhibitor costs
for participating in Travel Expo '90, was distributed to
the 136 exhibitor attendees. A cover letter was
developed, and it requested a deadline for return by
March 29, 1991 (see Appendix A) . There were 22 responses
to this mailing, and 20 of these were usable. Of the two
that were unusable, one did not attend, and one couldn't
track the information needed.
STEP 2 - Upon return of the 22 inital
questionnaires which gauged willingness to participate
in the study, a follow-up evaluation was distributed.
The follow-up evaluation was distributed on April 1,1991,
to those 20 parties agreeing to study involvement. A
requested deadline set for April 17, 1991, was included
for the return of the follow-up evaluation (see Appendix
C) . There were eleven
returns in regard to this mailing;
six of which were unusable due to tracking capabilities
or insufficient data.
STEP 3
- On April 1, 1991, a duplicate of the
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initial mailing was distributed (the second attempt at
contact) , with a modified deadline of April 17, 1991, to
the 114 exhibitors who had yet to respond at all (see
Appendix A) . There were 18 additional responses generated
from this mailing, all of whom agreed to participate.
STEP 4 - On April 18, 1991, a follow-up evaluation
was distributed to the 18 exhibitors who agreed to
participate after the second mailing. The new deadline
was set at May 3, 1991 (see Appendix C) . There were six
returns to this mailing, and five of these were usable.
One exhibitor stated in reply to the mailing that the
information requested was untrackable.
STEP 5 - A duplicate of the initial mailing (the
third attempt at contact) was distributed on April 18,
1991, with a modified deadline of May 3, 1991. This
mailing went to the
19 exhibitors located specifically
in the Catskill region, who had failed to respond at all
(see Appendix A ) . A small "Please
Respond" handwritten
note was attached to to this third mailing in attempt at
increasing the liklihood of
response. There were no
responses to this mailing.
STEP 6
- A second follow-up evaluation was
distributed on April 24, 1991, to the remaining 21
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exhibitors who had agreed to participate in the study,
yet had failed to return the first evaluation which was
sent to them (17 had been returned by that point) . A
small "please respond" handwritten note was attached to
this step six mailing in order to possibly help generate
further response. The deadline to this mailing was
adjusted accordingly to May 8, 1991 (see Appendix C) .
There were three returns to mailing six, and one was
usable. Two of the returns were unusable since one chose
not to participate, and the other couldn't track the
information requested.
STEP 7 - A follow-up evaluation (third attempt) was
distributed on May 9, 1991, to those 18 exhibitors who
agreed to participate in the study, yet had not returned
the first two requested evaluation return deadlines. A
small "please
respond" handwritten note was attached, in
order to possibly generate further response. The return
deadline for this mailing was May 24, 1991 (see Appendix
C) . There were no responses to this mailing.
STEP 8 - Follow-up phone calls were placed from
June 11-25, 1991, to those who failed to offer any
response to the three initial mailings, or the evaluation
in which they agreed to participate. The participatory
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status was determined, and the subsequent rationale for
not participating. The rationale obtained was recorded,
the appropriate questionnaire or evaluation (form A or
B) v/as distributed to those who requested them at the
time (see Appendix F) .
STEP 9 - The data received from all the previous
mailings and phone calls was recorded on to a master form
for each of the following: a) Initial Questionnaire
b) Follow-up Evaluation
and c) Follow-up contact study.
There were 40 responses to the initial survey
mailing to the 136 exhibitors (see
Figure 6) . Of the 40
initial surveys that were returned, 38 provided usable
data, one stated the information needed was untrackable,
and one stated they had not attended the trade show (see
Figure 7 ) .
There were 38 evaluations that were sent to the
exhibitors who provided usable
returns to the initial
survey. Of the 38 evaluations that were sent, only
20
were returned (see Figure 8) . With regard to the 2 0
exhibitor evaluations that were returned,
there were ten
that provided usable data, nine that
stated they had
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insufficient information or couldn't track the results,
and one that chose not to participate (see Figure 9) .
In summary there were only ten evaluations returned
that were usable, from the exhibitor study population of
136. These ten returns represent a seven percent usable
return rate (see Figure 10) .
The summary of the data collection procedures and
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h**jrfklrrt Record* TOTAL TOTAL
STEP 1-14 March 91
Initial Survey
136 20 0 1 1 22 (16%) 114 (84%)
STEP 2 - 1 April 91
Follow-Up Evaluation
20 5 0 0 6 1 1 (55%) 9 (45%)
STEP 3 - 1 April 91
Second Initial Survey
116 18 0 0 0 18 (15%) 98 (85%)
STEP 4- 18Apnl91
Follow-Up Evaluation
18 5 0 0 1 6 (33%) 12 (67%)
STEP 5- 18 April 91
Third Initial Survey
(Catskill region only)
19 0 0 0 0 0 19 (100%)
STEP 6 - 24 Apnl 91
Second Follow-Up Evaluation
21 0 1 0 2 3 (14%) 18 (86%)
STEP 7 - 9 May 91
Third Follow-Up Evaluation
18 0 0 0 0 0 18 (100%)
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CHAPTER IV: CONCLUSION
The primary objectives of this study were to develop
a two-part system for evaluation. The first part was to
evaluate the economic costs and benefits of exhibiting
in a group leader trade show. The second part was to
additionally determine the return on investment for the
hosting destination of the group leader trade show and
familiarization trip.
A . Costs and Benefits for Exhibitors
A system for evaluation was established for both
tour operators and exhibitors who attended Travel Expo
'90. This system included a comprehensive initial survey
and follow-up evaluation for each party- The two-part
survey was designed to obtain expenditure and visitation
data from tour operators and exhibitors. This operational
expenditure and visitation data can be compared to the
actual cost to exhibitors for show participation.
Determination can then be made as to the economic value
for an exhibitor to attend a group leader trade show (see
Figure 11) .
The evaluation system has built-in verification
capability through survey of both
the exhibitor and tour
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operator involved in a group tour arrangement. The
exhibitor data can be compared for accuracy with the
input from the tour operator surveys.
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FIGURE 11
COSTS AND BENEFITS EQUATION
EXHIBITOR PROFITS AS RESULT OF TRADE SHOW
(MINUS)
EXHIBITOR SHOW COSTS
EXHIBITOR'S VALUE OF PARTICIPATION
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B . Return on Investment for the Host Destination
Determination of the return on investment for the
host destination can be assessed through the tour
operator survey. The tour operator survey allows
comparison of the spending data with that obtained from
the exhibitor surveys. The tour operator survey is then
utilized to determine the decisions made to visit the
host destination (see Appendix B) , and to further
determine the actual amount of money the tour operator
spent within the region of the host destination (see
Appendix C) . An assessment of the return on investment
can be made accordingly (see Figure 12).
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FIGURE 12
RETURN ON INVESTMENT EQUATION
POST-TRADE SHOW/FAM TOUR MONEY SPENT BY TOUR OPERATOR
(MINUS)
HOSTING COSTS FOR HOST REGION
RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR HOSTING TRADE SHOW/FAM TOUR
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Despite the fact that the evaluation system
development objectives were met, issues arose which,
although anticipated, posed significant research
obstacles. These issues were valuable in providing
insight into research in the group travel industry.
One lesson learned was that there is a lack of
participatory cooperation involving research within the
hospitality portion of the tourism industry. Initial
surveys were sent to tour operators and exhibitors, and
identical mailings with notes encouraging participation
were repeated to those failing to respond. Mail efforts
were coupled with phone calls to solicit study
participation, yet response was still poor at best with
the additional efforts. Many of those who even agreed
to participate in the study after returning the initial
survey, did not follow through and return the follow-up
evaluation.
There are possible reasons which explain the lack
of participation. The first reason is that many members
of the tourism industry do not give any priority to
research. The exhibitors and tour operators are so
occupied with development , sales and promotion of their
product, that
legitimate industry research takes no
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priority. So much emphasis is placed upon short-term
results for them, that spending time involved in research
is perceived as not being time effective. Several
individuals in the study stated they were just too busy.
The previously mentioned perception brings to light
a certain lack of sophistication within areas of the
hospitality industry. The lack of apparent research
background, be it academic or professional, within the
majority of the staffing of tour operator and exhibitor
organizations, seems to play a key role. There is a
tunnel vision aimed at obtaining short-term results, and
little concern is shown toward future development. The
lack of sophistication also shows within organizational
structure. Many of the organizations surveyed did not
have the capability to retrieve information, nor had they
developed a record system that would demonstrate trade
show effectiveness as it applies to their operation.
High turnover within the hospitality industry
affects research efforts of this type significantly.
When turnover is high, a lot of information and knowledge
is lost with the exiting individual. With regard to phone
conversations conducted, it was discovered that many
people had not returned the survey because the individual
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who attended Travel Expo '90 was no longer employed at
the organization. The current individual in the position
had no idea whatsoever of any business that was
transpiring because of participation. Lack of sufficient
tracking and record keeping, necessitates a wasteful
"start from scratch" approach.
The system components (letters, surveys,
evaluations, and phone calls) that were developed for
evaluation, are all very strong research tools that were
carefully formulated. Yet to be effective tools, they
must be completed thoroughly and accurately by the survey
recipient. The study was designed to compensate for a low
return rate, by using two sources (tour operators and
exhibitors) to obtain the same information. This practice
is not customary, but in this case was deemed necessary
from the start.
In contrast to the lack of cooperation in responding
to the survey, there was a great deal of cooperation that
went into the formulation of this study. Charlie Daley
and Dave Thornton of Travel Expo Associates, were
extremely helpful in providing background and personal
insight to Travel Expo, and travel trade shows as a
whole. Most trade show organizations would act
7 8
secretively with regard to providing operational and
logistical information, though such was not the case
here. A sincere thank you to both.
Sullivan County's cooperativeness also set them
apart from other Travel Expo host regions and destination
marketing agencies. Margo Jones and associates were
willing to aid in the pursuit of much needed research in
the area of travel trade marketing. In fact Sullivan
County was the only region that showed willingness to
participate, and should be commended for their research
contributions .
The New York State Department of Economic
Development was also a key supporter of this study, and
they provided funds to demonstrate their commitment to
the tourism industry.
The entire study is an excellent example of multi
level cooperation among tourism professionals. It is rare
that working research relationships are forged between
such diverse facets of the industry to include a
destination marketing agency, a university, a private
trade show organization, and a state governmental
department .
It is very important that research into
travel trade
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shows continues. Travel trade shows are being used more
and more because of low participant costs, a collective
audience, and time saving factors as compared to
individual meetings/appointments at multiple locations.
Difficult financial times have added to the need, as
virtually every dollar spent on marketing warrants
justification and trackability .
Recommendations
The formulation and use of this study has generated
cause for two recommendations. First, the surveys need
to be accompanied with some type of incentive in order
to increase the number of replies. Ideally a much larger
proportion of surveys would be returned, but such is not
the case. In order for any type of group tour research
to be completed effectively, more raw data is needed. An
incentive involving money, complimentary service, or
recognition, would increase the motivation for
participation .
Second, che research needs of the group tour
industry need to be addressed at professional levels.
Virtually all tour
operators and suppliers have
affiliation with professional associations, and it is
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often these associations that they look to for leadership
and role models. If the professional associations were
to educate their members in the importance of research,
and emphasize how involvement provides benefit to the
industry, then participation would be a logical choice
for the members. The challenge is that many of the
association leaders are additionally industry members,
and without regard to professionalism, their knowledge
of research and background in that area may be limited
also .
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Dear Group Travel Professional:
Marketing tourism products has become increasingly competitive. As a result, tourism
professionals are more concerned than ever about the relative effectiveness of the
marketing programs which they conduct to attract visitors. Everyone knows that it "pays
to promote", but the question is "how well"?
In order to address this question, the School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management at
RIT will be cooperating with the Sullivan County Office of Public Information, Travel
Expo Management Associates and the New York State Department of Economic
Development's Division of Tourism in a three year project to determine the economic
return of the Travel Expo '90 Trade Show and Familiarization Tour in which you
participated in March of 1990.
This evaluation will take place over three years and will provide valuable information for
tourism professionals throughout the state. It will be the first major attempt in North
America to compare the economic costs and benefits of hosting a group leader trade
show and a familiarization trip. The results of the study will be useful in prioritizing
marketing efforts, justifying budget expenditures and identifying the relative value of such
marketing efforts.
The information that is collected will be analyzed by community and by individual
business/organization. Preliminary reports will be produced every six months and a final
report which will allow you to compare your results with those of similar businesses will
be prepared at the end of the three year period.
The attached survey represents the first phase of a three year study. Additional
evaluation forms will be sent twice a year. We ask that you complete the enclosed form
and return it in the postage paid envelope that has been provided by June 21. 1991. All
information provided in this survey will be held in strict confidence. No one other than
our research team will have access to the information vou provide, so confidentiality is
assured.
If you have questions about any aspect of this survey please do not hesitate to contact
us at the phone numbers listed below. Thank you for your assistance in this vital
project.
Cordially,
)r. James F. Burke Daniel O'Brien, M.S.
Director of Research Project Coordinator
716-475-6061 716-475-6056
EXHIBITOR COSTS FOR TRAVEL EXPO 90
In order to determine the return on investment from Travel Expo '90 (which was last held in the Catskills), it
is necessary to estimate the costs that exhibitors incurred in attending the show and following up leads
Please complete the form below so that your costs will be included in the overall average for all attendees. If
you know the total amounts for each category, please provide them. Or, if you prefer to provide only a total
amount, you may do so. Remember, we are interested in your costs of attending Travel Expo '90 held in the
Catskills and costs associated with following up leads which were developed at the show. Please provide costs
for the period March 15. 1990. to March 15. 1991.
CATEGORY COST
1. Travel Expo '90 Exhibitor Registration: (booth fee) $
2. Shipping costs: (to and from Travel Expo '90) $
3. Booth charges: (set-up, electricity, etc..) S
4. Lodging: (at, or en route to. Travel Expo '90) $
5. Food and Beverage $
6. Transportation $
7. Transportation: (At Travel Expo '90) $
8. Publications; brochures; "giveaways"; premiums; etc... (At Travel Expo '90) $
9. Entertainment: On-site $
10. Entertainment: (At other industry functions i.e. taking a tour operatormet at $ .
Travel Expo '90 out to dinner at an NTA Convention.)
11. Telephone, postage, Fed Ex, etc... (to follow up leads) $ .
12. Brochures, publications, etc... (to follow up leads) $ .
13. Site Visit: (tour operator visit to your destination)
$
.










Dear Group Travel Professional:
Marketing tourism products has become increasingly competitive. As a result, tourism
professionals are more concerned than ever about the relative effectiveness of the
marketing programs which they conduct to attract visitors. Everyone knows that it "pays
to promote", but the question is "how well"?
In order to address this question, the School of Food, Hotel and Travel Management at
RIT will be cooperating with the Sullivan County Office of Public Information, Travel
Expo Management Associates and the New York State Department of Economic
Development's Division of Tourism in a three year project to determine the economic
return of the Travel Expo '90 Trade Show and Familiarization Tour in which you
participated in March of 1990.
This evaluation will take place over three years and will provide valuable information for
tourism professionals throughout the state. It will be the first major attempt in North
America to compare the economic costs and benefits of hosting a group leader trade
show and a familiarization trip. The results of the study will be useful in prioritizing
marketing efforts, justifying budget expenditures and identifying the relative value of such
marketing efforts.
The information that is collected will be analyzed by community and by individual
business/organization. Preliminary reports will be produced every six months and a final
report which will allow you to compare your results with those of similar businesses will
be prepared at the end of the three year period.
The attached survey represents the first phase of a three year study. Additional
evaluation forms will be sent twice a year. We ask that you complete the enclosed form
and return it in the postage paid envelope that has been provided by June 21. 1991. All
information provided in this survey will be held in strict confidence. No one other than
our research team will have access to the information you provide, so confidentiality is
assured.
If you have questions about any aspect of this survey please do not hesitate to contact
us at the phone numbers listed below. Thank you for your assistance in this vital
project.
Cordially,
)r. James F. Burke Daniel O'Brien, M.S.
Director of Research Project Coordinator
716-475-6061 716-475-6056
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
TRAVEL EXPO '90
Note: Please circle the letter which indicates your response to each question.
1. My interest in participating in this three year survey is:
a. am willing to participate
b. do not want to participate
c. cannot participate due to lack of records
d. other (specify)
2. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, a decision was made:
a. to add the Catskill area as a primary destination
b. to delete the Catskill area as a primary destination
c. to make no change(Catskills already a destination)
d. to make no change (Catskills definitely not a destination)
3. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, a decision was made:
a. to add other areas of NYS as primary destinations
b. to delete other areas of NYS as primary destinations
c. to make no change (other NYS destinations already a destination)
d. to make no change (other NYS destinations definitely not a destination)
4. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90 a decision was made:
a. to add areas outside NYS as primary destinations
b. not to delete areas outside NYS as primary destinations
c. to make no change (areas outside NYS already a destination)
d. to make no change ( areas outside NYS definitely not a destination)
As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to include a visit to the Catskills in our group itineraries
b. not include a visit to the Catskills
c. to make no change (we were already planning a trip to the Catskills)
d. to make no change (we were already definitely not planning a trip to the
Catskills)
As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to include a visit to other New York State destinations
b. not include a visit to other New York State destinations
c. to make no change (we were already planning a trip to other New York
State
destinations)
d. to make no change (we were already definitely not planning a trip to other
NYS destinations)
7. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to include a visit to destinations outside New York State
b. not to include a visit to destinations outside New York State
c. to make no change (we were already planning a trip to destinations outside
New York State)
d. to make no change (we were already definitely not planning a trip to
destinations outside New York State)
8. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to add the Catskills as a stop en route to another primary destination
b. to delete the Catskills as a stop en route to another destination
c. to make no change (Catskills already an en route stop)
d. to make no change (Catskills definitely were not an en route stop)
9. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to add other NYS destinations as a stop en route to another primary
destination
b. to delete other NY'S destinations as a stop en route to another primary
destination
c. to make no change (other NYS destinations already an en route stop)
d. to make no change (other NYS destinations definitely were not an en route
stop)
10. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, our organization plans:
a. to add destinations outside NYS as a stop en route to another primary
destination
b. to delete destinations outside NYS as a stop en route to another primary
destination
c. to make no change (destinations outside NYS already an en route stop)
d. to make no change (destinations outside NYS definitely were not an en route
stop)
11. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90 out organization plans:
a. to increase the length of stay for our trips to the Catskills
b. to decrease the length of stay for our trips to the Catskills
c. make no change in the length of stay for our trips to the Catskills
12. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90 out organization plans:
a. to increase the length of stay for our trips to other NYS destinations
b. to decrease the length of stay for our trips to other NYS destinations
c. make no change in the length of stay for our trips to other NYS
destinations
13. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90 out organization plans:
a. to increase the length of stay for our trips to destinations outside
NYS
b. to decrease the length of stay for our trips to destinations
outside NYS
c. make no change in the length of stay for our trips to destinations
outside NYS
14. If you have not visited a Catskill area destination, please circle these options which
indicate why not.
a. too soon after Travel Expo '90
b. committed to other tours
c. no interest
d. poor selection of options
e. area not marketable to my customers
1^. If you have not visited other NYS destinations, please circle these options which
indicate why not.
a. too soon after Travel Expo '90
b. committed to other tours
c. no interest
d. poor selection of options
e. area not marketable to my customers
16. If you have not visited destinations outside NYS, please circle these options which
indicate why not.
a. too soon after Travel Expo '90
b. committed to other tours
c. no interest
d. poor selection of options
e. area not marketable to my customers
17. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, the following specific hotel properties
in the Catskill area have been included in our itineraries:
a. c. e.
b. d. f.
18. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, the following specific hotel properties
in NYS (excluding Catskill area) have been included in our itineraries:
a. c. e.
b. d. f.
19. As a result of attending Travel Expo '90, the following specific hotel properties
outside of NYS have been included in out itineraries:
a. c. e.
b. d. f.
-0. Please answer the following (by category) for the April 1 August 31, 1990 period:
CATSKILLS NYS OUTSIDE NYS
a. average length of stay/coach
b. number of coaches
c. average number of guests/coach
d. average number of rooms/coach
21. Please answer the following (bv categorv) for the one year period April 1, 1989
March 31, 1990.
CATSKILLS NYS OUTSIDE NYS
a. average length of stay/coach
b. number of coaches
c. average number of guests/coach
d. average number of rooms/coach
22. Please review the following outcomes from attending Travel Expo '90 and then
rank them from most (1) to least important (7) from your organization's
perspective.
gathering information








Dear Group Travel Professional,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study of the
economic impacts of Travel Expo '90.
As mentioned in the initial letter, your input will help
produce results that will be useful in prioritizing marketing
efforts, justifying budget expenditures, and identifying the
relative value of trade show/ familiarization trip marketing
efforts. Please remember also that the collective results of the
study will be reported to you so as to allow comparisons to be made
by your organization.
The attached evaluation is the first of the two evaluations
which will be sent annually for a three year period. We ask that
you complete it and return it in the postage paid envelope that has
been provided by July 15, 1991. Please remember that
confidentiality is assured throughout this study.
If you have any guestions about any aspect of this survey,
please do not hesitate to contact me at the phone number listed
below. Thank you for your assistance in this vital project.
Cordially,
Dr. James F. Burke
Project Coordinator
716-475-6061
TRAVEL EXPO '90 EVALUATION FORM:
NEW YORK STATE TOURS March 31, 1990 - March 31, 1991
Please provide the following information for all of the tours that were conducted between
March 31, 1990 and March 31, 1991. Then circle the number of the tours which were
influenced by your participation in Travel Expo '90. Do not circle the number of tours
which were already planned and therefore not influenced by Travel Expo '90.
NEW YORK STATE (EXCLUDING THE CATSKILL AREA):
a. Number of days in New York State area:
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3 Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
b. Number of persons on tour:
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3 Your #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
:. Cost per person (minus transportation costs):
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3 Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
d. Please estimate the percentage of the price of the tour that will cover your
cost of
providing transportation for a tour member.
%
e. Please identify (by checking the appropriate line) what was
included in tour
package price:
Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour









If the following were not included in tour package price, please estimate the
total
spending per person during their stay in New York State area:
Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour









g. Please estimate the amount which your tour participants spent (per person) on
incidentals and gifts.
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3 Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
___
h. Percentage of males/females.
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3
%M % %M %F %M %F
Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
%M %F %M %F %M %F
TRAVEL EXPO '90 EVALUATION FORM:
CATSKILL AREA TOURS March 31, 1990 - March 31, 1991
Please provide the following information for all of the tours that you conducted between
March 31, 1990 and March 31, 1991. Then circle the number of the tours which^vere
influenced by your participation in Travel Expo '90. Do not circle the number of tours
which were already planned and therefore not influenced by Travel Expo '90.
CATSKILL AREA:
a. Number of days in Catskill area:
Tour #1 Tour #2
_
Tour #3 Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
b. Number of persons on tour:









c. Price of tour (per person):






Tour #5 Tour #6
d. Please estimate the percentage of the price of the tour that will cover your cost of
providing transportation for a tour member.
%
e. Please identify (by checking the appropriate line) what was included in tour
package price:
Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour










If the following were not included in tour package price, please estimate the total
spending per person during their stay in New York State area:
Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour Tour









g. Please estimate the amount which your tour participants spent (per person) on
incidentals and gifts.
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3 Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
h. Percentage of males/females.
Tour #1 Tour #2 Tour #3
%M %F %M %F %M %F
Tour #4 Tour #5 Tour #6
%M % %M %F %M %F
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Dear Group Travel Professional,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our study of the
economic impacts of Travel Expo '90.
As mentioned in the initial letter, your input will help
produce results that will be useful in prioritizing marketing
efforts, justifying budget expenditures, and identifying the
relative value of trade show/ familiarization trip marketing
efforts. Please remember also that the collective results of the
study will be reported to you so as to allow comparisons to be made
by your organization.
The attached evaluation is the first of the two evaluations
which will be sent annually for a three year period. We ask that
you complete it and return it in the postage paid envelope that has
been provided by July 15, 1991. Please remember nhat
confidentiality is assured throughout this study.
If you have any guestions about any aspect of this survey,
please do not hesitate to contact me at the phone number listed
below. Thank you for your assistance in this vital project.
Cordially,




Each of the Tour Operators listed below attended Travel Expo '90. For your business, please provide: the
number of groups which have visited, the number of guests per group, the amount ofmoney spent by each
group, and the total amount ofmoney spent by all of the groups associated with each Tour Operator. Please
remember that this information should be only for groups which visited your business between March 31.
1990. and March 31. 1991
EXAMPLE; RTT TOURS visited your business on the following days which fall within the one year range
mentioned above.
On April 15, 1990, they brought a group of 45 people to your location, who spent a total of $510.
On January 8, 1991, they brought a group of 24 people to your location, who spent a total of $380.
EXAMPLE
Tour Operator Number ofGroups Number ofGuests Per
Group










GROUPS WHICH VISITED YOUR BUSINESS March 31, 1990 - March 31, 1991
















































































































































































































































































































































TRAVEL EXPO '90 PROJECT










































Mailing Returned Form Returned



















































(*) Followup contact by telephone due to no previous
written response.
(#) Followup contact by telephone due to a return on the initial
mailing, yet no return on the second evaluation portion.
(A) Indicated that they are too busy to collect the information
requested, and choose not to participate.
(B) Records are insufficient to provide the information
requested.
(C) Did not attend Travel Expo '90 in the Catskills.
(D) The information desired in the survey does not apply to
their type of organization.
(E) A tourism promotion agency which does not collect the
information requested.
(F) No records because the employee who attended Travel Expo '90
is no longer with the organization.
(G) The crossover of similar trade shows makes tracking too
difficult.
(H) Excluded from the survey after failing to reply to all
attempts made to contact.
(X) Complete surveys have been received, and the data will be
utilized in the Travel Expo Project.
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TRAVEL EXPO '90 PROJECT
First Reporting Period (March 1990 - March 1991)
EXHIBITORS
Initial Evaluation
Mailing Returned: Form Returned:
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